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A Stutdy of th.L Dscomposltion Mechanism or- Ainiua Irchlorae

For the peri~od: 22 Feb. to I July 196d

C>, This project has been undertaken for the purpose of studying the

LU chemical rmactin r tMach constitute th e decomposition of a onium perchlorate

0 k. (bertinafter abbreviated AP) resulting from the application of heat. The

order of th.ee reactions and the eanrgies of activation will be sought

first$ in orecr that a poshiible mechanism may be postulated. In addition

the effect of catalytic agents will be weesured on the sctivatiote energies

of these ractions. It is fel: that, If a batter understanding of the

rate controlling 3tep In thts decomposition can be realied, then a more

judicious seloction of catalysts are possible to aciev mPzimIm realizati.n

sof the rdizinr, potentialof this raction,

2. PS.far-tg

Backgrond information beirg essential bofore an attack upon a problem#

our efforts during this reporting period have consisted in an exhaustive

literature survey or. the sub"ect of A? decomposition as well as on topics

of releved inter t, A.,.. the decomposition of alkali metal cblorates,

perchor.ates, nitratea, nitrtes and chromates. Some two bundred and thirty

refurenesr he,.e b~een checked end st-diad ca these Wpics,

were tnrtruced tha ,;tandei, -.an-xercielly ava.ilable equipnen should be

ured raher .lian 'Ln. d1vidtw.1y f.ab rlcat places. Procu:rement of these.

coW'ecil i.s.; s-s h., proved to be a slow process and has caused a serious

delay in the start of data collection, boveerg, delivery Is now assured in
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the imediate futuro.

3. k~EzgeX fAJ -te~

Differential thermal analysis (DTA) will be employed to obtain the data

necessary for the evaluation of reaction orders and activation energies.

DTA is the technique of measuring the heat effects associated vith

chemical changes th&t occur when a substance is subjected to a uniform

increase in temperatue. Tils heat effect, which occurs during a chemical

chang, is measured by a differential method. A sample holder, contc.ning

tvo symetricLally located and idmimical chambers, is placed in a furnace

controlled by a programer which causes the teuperature to increase at a

constant and prescribed rate. Each chamber cmatains an identical temperature

detection device go ccinected electricnly that the diffetence in temperature

of the chambers i3 recorded on the Y axis of a recording plotter, which at

the same time, records tLwe on the X axis, Lo.t. sample holder temperature

since the rate of hesting is constant. The sample being studied is

placed in one chm-ber and a therma.lly inert substenca, or raference, in

the other chamber. If the eampla becomes cooler or hotter than the

reference due to a chemical or physical change, a peak in a donwaul and

upward direction reopectively will be produced on the plot.

Since the area under the peaks Is proportional to the heat change

lnvolved, then knoving the a aple waight, a quantitative measure of the

heat of the raction is possible.

This total h at of reaction A H can be expressed in the form of an

equation (gIf. 1 & 2)

AH (k/M)fCTd C)

where S geometrical shape constant for the furnace, k s ther ,l
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* conductivity of the sarnle, M mass of the reactive sample, A T - difference

of temperatur. at center of sanple and reference at some particular time,

dt a differential of time and a and c represent points on the graphical

j plot where thn thermograph peak start's and stops.

The use of this ezproo-sion is predicated upon certain assumptions.

Terms g and k are constants, since they depend upon the furnace used.

Teziperature gradients within the sample are neglected and too the area

under the curve is considered to be independent of the specific heat.

To use DTA to obtain information concerning the' kinetics and reaction

order of a simple decomposition reaction such as, solid -- solid + gas,

one ny describe such a reaction by the following differential equation

(Ref. 3)

d"'t = (Ae ""O -x) M . -

where dx/dt is the rate of the reaction, x Is the fraction reacted, n is the

emperical order of the reaction, A is the frequance factor, R is the gas

constant and T is teoperature in degrees Kelvin. This expre.sion holds

true for any value of T, whether constant or variable, so lorg as x and T

are meansred at the sne, instant.

For inw,.edite purposes of simplification let us consider the order

n to be unity.

When the reaction rate is a maim. at the peak teaperature,

T,, of the therograph, the derivative with respect to time is zero# so

solving the atve equation (2) for dldt(dndt):

.d-t(dXdt)= dx/dt(CE/Tt7&T/l)- A A (3)

-l-*.~~'sn.
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and setting the left hand side equal to zero w get at temperabaoe Tr ,

A ArR=~(/Tor, ) d/d t-

From this equation (4) the following ezpression is obtained (gof. 4)

h,(/ b//'/) -)/7. FI)

vhere Ow d/ct, the bcatin& rate, mut be constant in a given experiment.

Although tee ab'vo equation (5) vas derived for a first order reaction

It is now f:now-n ta hold regardlesa of the reaction order (Ref. 4).

In DTA wctrk Tm for a given value og 0 is determined by both A and E.

if S6 . ikich dcocnds only on E i chan,3cd, Ta is changed. To find the

variation oT.Ps5Laaltaredt then a plot of / 'c. J7
should give a straight line of slope (-) EI. With E found then A can

also be calculated using mquation (4).

The order of te reactiung n. can be found from the shape of the DTA

curve peak. As n it, decraaed the peak becomes more asyimtric. Kissinger

(Ref. 4) has Je'elojpcd a "shpe ind " dWined as the absolute value of the

ratio of the slopas of the tangents to the curve at th. inflection points

of S c/b, which is illustrated as follows:

The order of the reacion is given by

na 2.26(0)

In our wpertvcrnts knc;n mio. of AP uill ho heated at various,

constant heatf.g rates and the DTA curves noasured. From those curves the
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values , Tm, a nd b will be obtained so the Ev A and n may be calculated,

The repeat of these deter irations vith variation in such things as the

atmosphere and preanre on t.* s. le, the presence of catalytic agents

and particle size vil give ue an indication as to how these variables

influence the activiicn anery nond/or the order of the AP decomposition.

It is epected that when one folloys the energy changes. by DTA as

solid tX is heated from room texaporature to cpproxliately 4500 C. a complex

picture will unfold, for it is evident that at least four different physical

and chemical changes may occur,.

There is the crystal tr.nsfortution iron orthorhowbic to cubic that

occurs ett 2400 C. Below and abovc 3500 C. the mechanism of decoaposition

i not the sam. Such will be hereafter noted by the terms Lw and high

tA!Sserature decomponition.. Sublimation also is observed to start at a

temperature of as low as 1300C. The:. constitute. the four prIme changes and

in eome caes they may occur concurrently.

Quite a number of factors alco seem to have a bearing on the rate and

nature of the decomposition. These parameters are the nature and pressure

of the atiocpleTe above the AP, particle size of the AP, the presence of

impuritiec and the previous history of the sample of AP.

The erperimontal work on the AP isothermal decomposition reactions

recorded to thin time3 for the msost rt hbas Involved the recording of

pressure-tire charges. Such a method, though, cannot be used above 440 o,

for the reaction b.,,s too re~pid to be folloved manomtrically. In

this case cnly induction pnriods ware noted.

the ocurea an tr.he NVr=. (Wransoa2 . de) concaed

that the occurrenco of the cryctal transformAtion at 240ft. does complicate
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the kinetic reaults W t docs not alter the general picture of the electron

transfer wechzniasa. The more stable nature of the cubic form so0s9wat

counte; r? eces the inc reted thorwal rotation of the Lone precent. It

has been observod (Raf. 6) that the maximun rate of decmposition tn

vacuo decreases at 240' C. where this crytal change occurs and continues to

decreanc to 250 0 C. t1en ecats to rime again. It is possible that the

mLmum stabi.ity of the cubic eryntal occurs at the latter tepersture,

howver, it cculd L that th,% transi.tion is slow and is not complete until

that teomptrturij it attained,.

The heat o" tr. nItion at 2400 C. (Ref. 7) has been reported to be

2.3 ± 0.2 kca / moe. The computed density (Ref. 7) of the cubic fore is

1.76 g/ci as compra' to 1.95 g/cc for the thombic form. This means that

as the tmaerature in rnised through this transformation there ill take

place acngh if a volu.e Lncraac to cause strains rad distortiona to occur

In the aolid A* Thi is contrary to Bircumshere and Newman (Ref. 5) who

report that the lattLce distanczc , are redured hen the cubic form is

realized.

WI~i r ItJ is too opinion of Inaal S& A&, (Ref. 8)

that the disseciation press-uzra of Ar im an important parai ter in the

analysis of the ccmrastton ech nf.fo of solid propellents based upon this

oxidizer. They ne4sured the dissociation pressure of AP in the tpeserature

.range of 247-3470 C. by a trenspration method. Their date indicated that

AP .rublimes by the procoe of

NfI4 lO( () - 1"13 4) + C104 ( 8 ).,

The het of diLroci.l.on ei.n found to be 58 ± 2 kcallolo in this tesper4ture

rongs. Bircumnh.; n-d IPhi lips (ReAf 5) report the energy of activation

for msu.lisatirn to ie 21.5 + 28 kcallIole.
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It was observed that both low tenperature decoaposition and sub-

limation occur simultaneously, however, no evidence of any effect of the

thermal decomzosi tlon on tbe subliuntion was seen. Such conf Irms the

report of Bircumahaw and New.n (Ref. 6) that sublimation depends only

upon temperetur3 =1n to a ceftain ext ut on pressure,

Some W14 CI was found in' the sublimate, Thin must arise.fra the

reaction of Cl2 formad in the thermial decomposition with the uI 3 . if

sublimation is tried in an atmoop.era of N"3. only IW4 Cl Is collected as

no AP will. sublime, since the NH3 uppresses ther porchloric acid vapor

pressure to nearly zero.

Becauss of this tendency to ;ublime then it is obvious that the

nature of cnd the type of atmosphere in contact with AP will indeed have

a bearing on its decomposition process.

_9_i Jt ri _ .'r,_, o Leo tcn 1 Below 3500 C. (Ref. 6

and 9) the products of the thermal decomposition can be accounted for by

the re.se tion

2=1 4 C10 4 - C12 + 3/2 02 +.4 H20 + N20.

Bircumshaw and Hernn (RoE. 6) dwonstrated that this low tempareture

reaction always ceares after about 3C% decomposition, leaving a residue

of ?J4C104 which te identical, chemically and physically, with the

idecourpoc-i product except in one respect (Ref. 9). The resid,,e had a

surface ere& corrmiponding to blocks of waterial of a si&e of the sam

order a& Lhat of mosaic blocks in cryouals. Apparently the low temperature

reaction invo!veo only deconposltlon of otrained materials in the Inter-

* octic grain I; un-It.iest. Vinuska observations of whole crybI6W (Ref. 6)

at varicus stigov of tx,-. re-.ction show that nuclei are formed on the

surface "d t1hee grow, three-dlrwnnionlly until a coherent interface is

built up which then penetrates the crystal. An analysis of random



nucleation at potential nucleus forming sites, followed by three

dimensional growth, leads to a kinetic equation which contains two

Constants, one of which depend upon the energy of nucleation and the other

on the energy of linear grouth. These energies reported by Galvy sod

Jacobs (Ref. 9) a-cc as follovs:

1Energy of forwtion Energy of
of nuclei Growth

whole crystal ----------- 31.7 kcal.lmole ---- 16.9 kcal./mole

pvdter --------------- 3.7 " ---- 22

pellet---------------- 31.7 ---- 30.1 "

The incr3ese in the activation energy for nucleus growth in the

sequence crystal: powder: pellet, is a most striking feature of the

reac tion.

Tho rzature of the residue indicated that the low temperature reaction

is confined to intergranular material. The low temperature reaction will

occur only when rhe 'osootu products formed are able to excape and in

strained weterial where the activation energy for the rate detormining

step is les than in a perf.ct crystal. This Tzaano the reaction starts

at the junction of mo.ric blocks (nucleus formation) and spr-ads through

intergranular material (growth) until this is all consuced leaving a muss

of loosely attached mosaic blocks which are unreactive unless disturbed

or ezposed to water vapor for cnrtain periods of tiae.

The increase In energy of growth In the series crystal: powdec:

pellet u;y be a cibed to differerces in physical nature of the materials.

A whola crystrA consists of coarce ineaic blocks, separate4d by comparatively

large-angle Crain lo*r, darie, whereas a pellet contains a larga number of

small-anglad c r.,'Lr boundaries with lens misfit. The powder is intermediate

between crystal 6rd pellet.

V. - - , -- -
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Above the Lranaition point (2400 C.) the changes in activation energy

are much emllar (25,,3, 24.6, 29.9 kcal./mole for crystal, powder and

pellets respactivct,). Apparently the phase chanae involves a reorganization

of the mosaic structure which gives a such finer uubgrain net work.

Nucleation is folkLwad by ro. .ation of the reaction down this net work

in what is ossent5.lly ,nc-diraenslonal growth.

Galvy ar. Jazobz (Ref. 9) conr;idcr the decomposition to involve first

thc forii:ion of the olo'cular ceplex, NI1 4 C10 4 , J.g. an electron is

transferrd frnn the CIO," ion to the NH ion. The reaction nust start

on the surface ,'hare thc.re ic an imperfection which will allow this

electron and Its correoponding positive hole to be trapped long enough

for the molecule-r co'plcx to decompose, From the complex NH4C104 two

molecules of water are recoved thereby leaving a nitrogen atou and a

molecule of CIO2  This is followed by the formation of N2 , Cl 2 and (o.

N 2 and [01 then can react to form N20.

h. nLjr .j mwynture decnU-osit;i . (Ref. 5, 6 and 10). To study

the decomposit on of AP above 350 ° it Is necessary to introduce an inert

gas under pressure over the sample, in order to mininite sublimation.

Between 380-4500 C. the AP decomposition obeys the power law
p - k1n

where p = pressure evolved in a constant volume systen in time t, and k

and n are constantn. n though was noted to vary scmwhat irregularly with

temperature bet tecn the value; of 0.5 and 1.0. The reaction was deceleratory

througbout and, in contrArt to the low-te perature decomposi.tion, resultod

in complete deccoposition of the salt. It is noted that the products also

differ from the cs,:r tupetreiure reaction in thAt NO instead of N2 0 was

produced. The folrwirg equ ation is reprerentative:



2N1 4 C1O4  4~ 1 2 0 +' CI 2+ 0 2+ 210.

Bectnut" the tWo d1ftru.-; rerctions are otcuring inl the temperature

r.irge 2CC-23C00 C. ~~~~c ifc~ to reprotitce3.

Doo:,.nzc in~ Z ig i'.tper.tura zono probably to-kes place by

(1) the tc ,nrifor 3Z a pratc-r from~ thu aimv.onium Lon to the perchierate ion,

thereby &f-:-v £iee airraia nd pivchloric ac.#d, then (2) the perchloric

~c~ d~c~vsi ick 7.y to f or; wtoir sand 'C12 9  (3 l h120 20 yields

Cl2 anm),mah 4 oi~' h~o~nie to NO0 and water.

The enegy o,4 nitivatimi for this reection bas been evaluated at

40 kcal./wmle.

. ~ v~. sta.th (Ref. 2j1) atudying the surf c -pneratureo

burning- AP~ lhav,- conclud.ud that tb-, nurfca tenypeattara of the AP Is only

of inci'crta1 -"-prtanco. at izvdi stnt rosres and that the gas phase

reactior b'z > the a.-~nonia an~d pat:~chloric acid control the rate of

cenu't-ion oz' t~i -;&1zr

'2 ~ ~ of n,,-~f.:X . Atove -'o~ C. the

reaction La -L, £f;nt to be follov--e'l by thn same Cz'3?imental techniques6

urtae for theot*&i.-- tenera r no~ Fae oinly the induction period

CcOUit bel 1tu~i(i±. 2). Aftno thlu knduction period tbare la a suelden

large pressure ~~ his o~~a cconwpanied by a fle~shz of light.

?avIults Linrican~Q that li lo ;:epsratura process, despite its lover

ictivatica onetg', rtiil occv~ts rre ~.pdly then rkhe higher tcuperature

procenz in this caze, baing~ 9S7 cc',:plet In less time then rr:qtiired for

~ho r~cf.~n C Cr-t It~ Cenot v:rzo'jrlt for th.1 exploiaro. Explosion

F~ht :i*rA t''e .. ~socrcnrG wThcr& the raiu froo~ the intargranualar

(lL~~~t~')r- kxt'vn ;L. -Aie.it 1/3 decoispond. -'he ectf.vation energy

rxteinur' .d tac b'. !.5tcal.h!.xloe and es such eupports this conclusion.
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YIny mterials have been tried as positive catalysts to speed up the rte

of thermal docoau,,oetLon of ;2. The following is a partial list of

Compounds, wh'ich have been used with parchlorate salts.*

1130------------------------ ........ (26)

CuO .----------------------------- (13) (14)

CU 20- .............................. (15)

Cu Salt ------------------------ P16)

Cr03 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -413) & (17)

C 2 C ---------------------------- (17)

ZUO---------------------------- (18) & (19)

CO--------------------------- (33)

..*N ................................. (34)

N O3-------------------------- (17)

Fe203 --- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - C2 & (21)& (6)

a40- - - -- - ---- --- -- -- (17)

Cr.aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa(----- 17)

Co304 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -- (17)

"rO2 & other kp ox1eo; ----------- (17) & (16) & (23) & (27) &.(28) & (6)

. - - - - - - - - - - - -................ - (16) & (22)

R tenium cor,ounds .......... a .... C22)

Caron .....................aa --....... (24)

Al203 ....................- ...... (23) & (6)

C.a ........................ (6)

Vote-4fao~ersce4 29, 3Q, 31 a 32 deal vIla catalysts used with KCIO
decoposiLion. Some 75 catalyst syst:ma are listed in thOes four IW.foVOWIS.
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The most extensive effort seems to have been directed toward the use

of HW21 and the work of Galwey and Jacobs (Ref. 23) seems to represent

one of the most coftplete and authorative studies on this phase of the

problem.

Unins M.t, Cs of 10% M-no and 90. AP their time-preosure measurements

clearly roint.d up the fact that in the tecperature. range of 200-220° C. the

reaction occurs in two distinct sta-es. There is &iC initial fast reaction

which i followed by a =,-ch slcver reuction that is decaleratory throughout.

Both by analysis of tOe rraphical plots and the collection of the products

It was evident that the second reaction is ind.pendent of the HnO2.

All observations tended to Indicate that the catalytic activity is

the result of physical cont &ct between the MO2 and the AP. The degree of

compression of ho sam-ple alvays produced an effect on the kinetic results.

The first reaction stopo then whan the particles no longer present a

salt/oLide interface.

Those compounds which hc-;o been observed to give any positive

catalytic effect contaLn motals that can demonstrate variable valence or

ozidation states. Not only diffeent rAcidation states, but those states

must be of about ecual tendency to form. This was most clearly demonstrated

in the work CReI. 22) of Bzown and Woods comparing manganese and thenium

compounds as catalytic agonts in the AP decomposition. Whereas manganese

cospounds were always found in mixed valence states at the conclusion of a
reaction regardlec~ of the starting valence condition, the rhenium always

ended up in tne vary atable perrhannate state. Low valence rhenium compounds

shwnd ir.LtLal eatalytic activity but this ceased as soon as the stable

parrhenno.ete c nditLon pre- ailcd. Hn"Sanose on the other hand showed

continuing catalytic activity.

Calvey and Jacobs (Ref. 23) found little change In the activation
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energy of AP drLe-mposition on adding the catalyst. This is apparently due

to the fact that thia catalyst has nothing to do with the initial and largest

energy consuming step which is the transfer of the electron from the per-

chlorate ion to the arwmonium ion and the formation of a positive hole.

The role of the catlyst Is to increana the life of the molecular complex

thereby dimniahbin- its tendency to revert to the Lona. The presence of

the .1M( IV) must do this by helping to delocalize the molecular electron

orbital.

The mechanism proposed can be represented as:

NH4
+ +Cloj4  ..+ M14+ + xn 3+ + ClO 4

+ + 4 ,,-N + 4+

4 -'P, "n + N!1,

" 4 + dO 4 -C 4 1/2 N2 + C10 2 + 2H20

In the uncatalyzed reaction iuch more 02 is noted to be set free as

compared to the r.ttalyzed one. Such 02 must originate from the decomposition

of the C102 . In the catalyzed reaction the reaction temperature being lower

might account for lecs decomposition of the C102.

Jacobs j Al (Ref. 15) in atudying the effect of Cu20 on the A2

decomposition still rioted the cam e activation energy value, and proposed

a similar mechanism as noted before but in this case felt that the Cu20

taking on oyicn might account for part of the effect.

Cne of thmt most interesting cases of a metal oxide that is quite

effective in promloti g the thermal decomposition of A? and which involves a

non-variable valence metal is ZnO (Ref. 18). 'In some cases the reaction

Vax so fast tbat enplocion resulted. From the fact that sral1 amounts of

A1 2l 3 increaced the effectiveness of the ZnO, while Li20 decreased its

effect, thn authors concluded that the role played by the ZnO is one of an

electron connector.
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One case of a negative catalys.t for a siLmlar reaction has been

reported (af. 25). Lithium parchlorate decomposition is slwed dom by

adding silver nitrt.r Lrz 5-15% araounts. The authors advanced the idea that

the retardaction ws due to the silver Ions reuoving chloride ions as

insoluble al\,,r chloride. This I.dea %-a based upon the rate decrease

being a function of the silver ion concentration and also that the effect

tended to dis ppeer when the temperatwte re.ched the meltiag point of the

silver chlorile.

Ct~~ono ntli2er EtA jerfherptep. Many studies have been

reportcd on the therral decomposition of other mntal perchloratos and

chloratea, both with ard without i..,alytic aents present. In those cases

the stability of the cation wd the resulting stability of the aetal

halide lattice reans that a different mechanism most likely will prevail.

Nothing vas Lorjd that seemed to have a particular bearing on this iumediste

probla of AP deconposition. The fact that the cation of AP is subject

to oxidation by the P.nion or prohcts of the anion decoosition mskes this

a r.i).e" unique case.
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